“Why Did God Allow Animals to be Eaten and
Sacrificed?”
Why did God allow animals to be sacrificed and to eat other animals if He loves His
creation? They are innocent. (I am not an animal rights activist. I am a Christian.)
I think the answer must first be addressed in the reality with which we find ourselves. The cosmos
according to Christians was created by God. In the early chapters of Genesis we find that everything
God created is expressed over and over as being something GOOD.
The Cosmos is made up of minerals, plants, animals, and humans, the lower to the higher. We are
told that only man was created in God’s image. That does not mean the rest of creation is of NO
value, but there is a hierarchy involved. We are told that all of the created order was intended for
man. And that he was to have dominion over it. This does not mean the exploitation of everything for
selfish purposes. But God provided a food chain involving plants and animals for man.
We see in the Hindu culture a good example of what happens to a culture when the food chain is
distorted. Hindus, with their doctrine of reincarnation, believe that animals are just as valuable as
human beings, and some, in a former life, may have actually been human beings. Therefore, all
devout Hindus are vegetarians.
What makes this difficult is that now scientists are moving toward the position that even PLANTS
have consciousness! Does God love the flora any less than the fauna He created? That leaves us with
a diet for our existence totally dependent upon rocks!
Man was never intended to “rape the resources.” Having “dominion” meant for man to be good
stewards of the plant and animal world. “The Earth is the Lord’s, and the fullness thereof,” says the
psalmist. (Ps. 24:1) We don’t own the earth; we are to be good stewards of it.
The scriptures are filled with indications of God’s love for that which He created. Jesus notices the
beautiful lilies of the field. Men are not to abuse their animals, but rather care for them with
kindness, not with harshness. He takes notice of every sparrow who falls to the ground in death. God
explicitly states that one purpose of plants and animals was to provide food for man. He even gave
some instructions about which animals we were to eat and which we should not.
Consider this verse: Look at the birds of the air, that they do not sow, neither do they reap, nor
gather into barns; and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not worth much more than
they? (Matt. 6:27). Jesus goes on to say, “Do not be anxious saying, ‘What shall we eat? Or what shall
we drink?’…for…your heavenly Father knows that you have need for all these things.” (Matt.
6:31-32).
Your question springs out of a matrix of thought which is very popular in the modern world. . .that
all life is sacred (I agree). But the further notion held forth today is that the life of a dolphin or a sea
otter or a spotted owl is equal in value to a human being.
The Bible does not teach this equality. Jesus didn’t teach it, as we see above. All life is sacred
because it came from the hand of God. But it is not all equal in value. Man is set apart as the
recipient for which it was intended.
Those who would remove this distinction do not elevate man. If there is nothing special about man

(which appears to be true in so many ways), then man is dragged down to the status of beast or
animal, and an “open season” on man to cure overpopulation problems would make as much sense
as an open season on whitetail deer each fall here in Texas to thin out the one half million which
inhabit this state. My point here is that once you remove this line, man is not special in any sense
and there is no reason we shouldn’t live like the rest of the animals on the planet: “survival of the
fittest.” Hitler understood this. . .and practiced it!
I don’t think you would agree that this is a solution to the problem.
Does this help any?
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